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Shedding light on macro-economic developments
HIGHLIGHTS
Macro-economic indicators
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Agri-economic indicators (Q3)

Commodities R/ton (13/11/15)

Q3 GDP (Rmil)

3 046 807

Value of Agric (Rmil)

208 252.4

White maize

R3 075

GDP Growth(Q3/2014)
R/$
Crude oil
Interest (Repo / Prime)
Inflation (CPI / PPI)

0.7%/1.5%
R14.29
$44.06
6.25% / 9.75%
4.7% / 3.3%

AgriGDPgrowth (Q2/2014)
Share of AgriGDP
Net Farm Income (Rmil)
Total Agri-debt (Rmil)
DAFF Agric. Public budget
2015/16 (Rmil)

-12.6%/5.6%
2.2%
65 952.4
116 575.6
6 383.0

Yellow maize
Wheat
Sunflower
Soybean

R3 050
R4 465
R6 600
R5 675

The US economy showing signs of enough improvement to justify an interest rate hike in December.
Europe recovery stagnant following declines in economic fundamentals from major EU economies.
Japan slowdown persistent despite all efforts to stimulate the economy.
Emerging market economies face challenges including infrastructure, credit issues and political shifts.
African countries devastated by food insecurity, energy crisis and worsening economic conditions.
The Rand fell again after a few weeks of recovery against its major counterparts.
The consumer inflation rate rose to 4.7% in October, from 4.6% due to rising food prices.
The SARB hiked the interest rates by 25 basis points after leaving them unchanged since July.
GDP growth increased to 0.7% in Q3, from -1.3% in Q2. Agriculture improved to 12.6%
Agricultural commodity prices, especially maize, are still on the upside due to drought conditions.

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS
Developed Economies
The US consumer prices increased in October after two consecutive
declines. This suggest that firming inflation may further support views that the
Federal Reserve will raise interest rates next month. Furthermore, this gave
some confidence that inflation will gradually move toward the central bank's
2% target. The economic outlook also got a boost from other data released
this month, showing a moderate increase in manufacturing output for the
same period.
Europe’s recovery remains fragile as the economy grew by just 0.3% in the
third quarter. The economy continues to slow down despite the huge stimulus
measures launched by the European Central Bank this year. On the other
hand, weak international trade hurt Germany and Italy on the back of the
slowdown in emerging markets. France is in desperate need of economic
growth and security as the fragile economy was showing signs of recovery
before the terrorist attacks. Greek growth also contracted by 0.4% y-o-y,
which was better than expected as the forecasts had factored in the effect
of controls that restricted Greeks to daily withdrawals of 60 euros at ATM’s.

US economy awaits
interest rate hike in
December.

EU growth losing
momentum as
major economies
slow down.

Japan’s economy has fallen back into recession as third quarter GDP growth
contracted by an annualized 0.8%. The latest recession was its fifth since the
global financial crisis of 2008. Japan’s growth is to some extent hampered by
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its ageing population and work force. Worsening business confidence
appeared to be another factor behind the decline as companies reduced
investment. A darkening global environment is putting Japan business on the
defensive
Emerging Market Economies
Brazil continues its battle for the transformation of the country’s economy
and society. Rising inflation, taxes and unemployment threaten to derail
progress in reducing country’s income gap. An effort by the government to
stem a widening budget deficit has resulted in tax increases, further crippling
household budgets. Austerity measures have made Brazil’s tax system more
regressive, eating away incomes for middle and lower class households.

Brazil government
on transformation
of the economy.

India's economy is still managing to keep ahead despite adverse global
circumstances. The government has opened up more sectors for investment
and announced its plan to introduce reforms into key sectors. However,
climate change is the biggest threat to the economy, which is affecting
farming and creating a lot of distress in the agricultural industry.
China’s economic deceleration has become a serious concern for the rest
of the world, especially since it is moving from an over-reliance on exports
and government-led investment to an economy that is more consumer-led.
Economic fundamentals point to a recession. However, it is evident that
Chinese consumers are spending more regardless of the slowdown as sales
for companies are rising much faster than those in basic industries.
African Economies
Southern Africa: Zambia and Zimbabwe facing water and electricity
challenges due to the drought. The crisis will have negative effects on output
growth in key sectors of the economy. Standard & Poor’s is optimistic about
Botswana’s economic recovery as revenues are supported by rising mineral
revenues from the normalisation of diamond. The sector has played a big
role in keeping growth at sustainable levels. Lesotho Mining and
Manufacturing subsectors showed robust growth, an indication that third
quarter growth figures are likely to be on the upside.
East Africa: Commercial banks in Kenya and Uganda have hiked interest
rates to as high as 27%, in response to policy actions from central banks to
steady weakening currencies. This move is more likely to hit the private sector
and curb growth in these economies. Kenyan government also plans to build
industrial wealth to prosper its economy through the Strategic Industries Bill,
which aims to establish industries that will be profitable, sustainable and will
provide employment. Tanzania’s inflation increased to 6.3% in October, from
6.1% in September 2015, mainly driven by food inflation as prices for all major
food crops increased.
West Africa: Ghana’s currency depreciation has driven away benefits from
the decline in oil prices. Global oil prices have been stabilizing but since it is
traded in dollars it becomes more expensive when bought in Cedi. Nigeria
grew by 2.84% in Q3, an increase from the previous quarter. Liberia’s two
primary commodities iron ore and rubber have declined on the world market
and as a result, mining companies are cutting jobs.

China’s slowdown
more serious than
anticipated.

Sub-Saharan
African devastated
by drought.

East Africa putting
more focus on
wealth creation.

West Africa faces
more currency
depreciation.
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Oil Price (in USD and ZAR)
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Brent crude oil
decline persists.

ZAR/Barrel

US$/Barrel

COMMODITIES: Brent crude oil
Global Brent crude oil prices remain low due to the strength of the dollar
and also the uncertainty about the surpluses. Prices will be subdued in the
medium term as the global economy changes to more sustainable energy
sources. The prospect of the US Fed raising the interest rate will further
strengthen the dollar, support the oil price and reduce the level of demand.
The Brent crude oil price is trading around $43.58/barrel.

Source: Land Bank Information Bank

Rands per Foreign
curreny unit

DOMESTIC MARKET: Exchange rate
The Rand continued to weaken against currencies of developed
economies. The depreciation of the local currency has lasted since the
beginning of the year, which should have translated into a competitive
advantage for local business. The trade deficit narrowed in September due
to an increase in export revenues. However, farmers may not enjoy the full
benefits of the rand weakness since import cost are offsetting profits.
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Exchange Rate Movements

R/US($)

R/GBP(£)

Rand remains weak
despite rebound in
October.

R/Euro(€)

Source: Land Bank Information Bank

Bond Market: The bond market was weak following a weaker rand that lost
its ground against the dollar. The market also reacted to weaker US bond
treasuries which are being sold off in anticipation of US-rate increase in
December. The bonds yield have changed positively with both R159 and
R203 having changed by 19 basis points whilst R204 and R186 changed with
17 and 15 basis points respectively.
SA Yields & Spreads
3MNT NCD spot
159
203
204
186

13-Nov-15

Week ago

Change bps

6.40
7.37
8.32
8.00
9.01

6.38
7.18
8.13
7.83
8.86

0.02
0.19
0.19
0.17
0.15

Bond market was
subdued on the
back of a
depreciating
currency.

Source: Land Bank Information Bank
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DOMESTIC DEVELOPMENTS
Y-o-y consumer inflation increased in line with market expectations, to 4.7% in October from 4.6% the previous
month. A rise in the food inflation rate and petrol inflation rate contributed towards the increase and this also
reflected the recent pressure on durable goods. The y-o-y food inflation rate also increased to 4.9% from 4.4% in
September due to drought conditions earlier in the year which had the effect of pushing agricultural futures prices
upwards significantly. With the inflation on the upside, the SARB decided to increase interest rates by 25 basis points.
The repo rate is now at 6.25% and the Prime rate is at 9.75%. The decision to change rates was in order to pre-empt
a move by the US Federal Reserve in December and prepare responses. Inflation is expected to increase further in
November and could lead to another interest rate hike early next year.
Y-o-y growth in retail sales declined in September to its lowest level since May, falling to 2.7% from 4.0% in August.
The latest data indicates that households are coming under increased pressure financially due to rising inflation and
the effect of the upward cycle in interest rates. Consumer spending continues to be discouraged and is evident in
the weakness of demand in the domestic economy. Furthermore, retail inflation figures came in below forecasts,
largely due to the fact that retailers are finding it difficult to pass increased costs form the depreciation of the rand
through to consumers. However, q-o-q growth in retail sales edged up to 1.0% in Q3 from 0.4% in the second quarter.
This is expected to have contributed positively towards Q3 GDP growth.
Y-o-y growth in manufacturing production showed some improvement in September, increasing to 0.9%, from -0.3%
in August. Most industries in the economy recorded an increase in output despite fears of slowing demand from
China. Even though growth was positive in September and will likely ensured positive overall growth in GDP, the
October PMI revealed that the manufacturing sector will return to negative growth territory. On the other hand, yo-y growth in mining production declined sharply to -4.8% in September, from 3.6% in August. Business confidence
remains low and current economic conditions erode the ability to sustain even a moderate pace of growth. The
value of mineral sales also declined but the depreciation of the rand helped sales from falling even further.
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SAFEX oilseeds price are fluctuating due to the volume of
imports from other countries. The current rainfall will provide
the opportunity for farmers to plant oilseeds. Farmers are likely
to take advantage of increasing prices and consequently
increase area planted in the coming year. The sunflower is
trading around R6 650/ton, while soya bean is trading around
R5 720/ton.

SAFEX Maize Prices

White Maize

Yellow Maize

9 000

Rand/Ton

Rand/Ton

SAFEX maize price still on an upward trend due to supply concerns
and rising consumption patterns. Yellow maize is moving the
same direction as white maize. Livestock farmers are paying more
for animal feed due to uncertain weather conditions that are
shrinking areas for grazing. The government has made provision
for grain farmers that are vulnerable as a result of drought, to
ensure that they are able to cover losses.

SAFEX Oilseeds Prices
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